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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

2005 TRUTHER ANNIVERSARY
Coming this Week!
9/18/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
This week marks the twelfth year of Stephen Jones PhD refutation of the lies that the
government had put out concerning 9-11. Here is a summary of his research:
Wikipedia: On September 22, 2005 Jones presented his views on the collapse of the
World Trade Center towers and World Trade Center 7 at a BYU seminar attended by
approximate-ly 60 people. Jones claimed that a variety of evidence defies the mainstream
collapse theory and favors controlled demolition, using thermite. The evidence Jones cited
included the speed and symmetry of the collapses, and characteristics of dust jets. Later,
Jones claimed he had identified grey/red flakes found in the dust as nanothermite traces.
He has also claimed that the thermite reaction products (aluminium oxide and iron-rich
microspheres) were also found in the dust.[20] He called for further scientific investigation to
test the controlled demolition theory and the release of all relevant data by the government.
[21] Shortly after the seminar, Jones placed a research paper entitled "Why Indeed Did the
WTC Buildings Collapse?" on his page in the Physics department Web site, noting that BYU
had no responsibility for the paper.[22]
Jones subsequently presented the WTC research in lectures at Idaho State University, Utah
Valley State College, University of Colorado at Boulder and University of Denver, the Utah
Academy of Science, Sonoma State University, University of California at Berkeley, and the
University of Texas at Austin.[23][24][25][26][27][28][29]
On September 7, 2006, Jones removed his paper from BYU's website at the request of
administrators and was placed on paid leave.[30] The university cited its concern about the
"increasingly speculative and accusatory nature" of Jones' work and that perhaps Jones'
research had "not been published in appropriate scientific venues" as reasons for putting
him under review. The review was to have been conducted at three levels: BYU administration, the College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, and the Physics Department.[31]
However, BYU discontinued the review.[8] Some of Jones' colleagues also defended Jones'
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9/11 work to varying degrees,[32] and Project Censored lists his 9/11 research among the
top mainstream media censored stories of 2007.[33]

The American Resistance Party is not sure which is the biggest hoax? Is it the lies
and deceit of 9-11 or is it the deceit of the Muslim-Kenyan-Indonesian-homosexualMarxist non-Article II
bogus POTUS named BHO?
In this video (undoctored)
original filming of the 2nd
Tower crash, there was a
“ball” coming at the tower.
This could hardly be a
large aircraft as described
by later reports.
And there were also lies
and deceit about the
Pentagon! See below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPKq2K2dh6k

It wasn’t only Jones that
could not stomach the lies of
the News Media and lying
government officials, but
many of us also can’t seem
to accept the falsehoods.
But most Americans have
swallowed both fantasies
spun by D.C. as well as
accepted a Muslim homosexual as their ex-President for eight years. But WE DON’T!
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